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Record of GBWR Board of Trustees Meeting dated 17 October 2012 
 

Present: Kevin Aitchison Chairman (KA) 

  Andrew Flatt (AF) 

  Richard Allcroft (RA) 

Michael Spence (MS) 

Paul Fieldhouse (PF) 

James Madden (JM) 

Simon Le Fevre (SLF)  

Tony Manos (TM)  

   

  David Pond CEO (DP) 

 

1.0 Declaration of Interests 

 

1.1 RA declared his position as a member of the IWRF Board and explained that his role as 

 Technical Delegate for the 2012 Paralympic Games had now ended. 

1.2 No other specific interests were declared. 

1.3 On behalf of the Board KA congratulated RA on his election to the IWRF Board 

 

2.0 Apologies 

 

2.1 None 

 

3.0 Minutes of the meeting dated 3 May 2012 

 

3.1 The minutes were agreed. 

 

4.0 Actions Arising 

 

4.1 All other actions complete. 

4.2 The Board agreed it would like to take the Executive team out to dinner and invited DP to 

 propose a date in January. 

 Action: DP 

 

5.0 UK Sport 2013-2017 Business Case  

 

5.1 DP presented the final version of the 2013-2017 business case which was formally 

 submitted to UK Sport on 15 October and focused particularly on the areas of change since 

 the version presented to the Board in February. The Board provided challenge around a 

 number of areas of the plan in preparation for the formal presentation to the UK Sport 

 investment panel on 30 October. There was particular discussion around how to bridge the 

 gap to podium. DP provided more detail on the 3 main areas of focus designed to address 
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 this: increase the number and quality of players moving through the pathway; establish and 

 implement a coaching strategy and increase the number of coaches in the programme; 

 increase high quality training and competition opportunities with the best in the world. DP 

 also reminded the Board of the independent review of 2012 performance which he had 

 commissioned and which will not report until 26 October. This will also be used to inform 

 the future performance model. It was agreed that a copy of the review would be circulated to  

 all Trustees. 

 Action: DP 

5.2 SLF asked for clarity on the narrative in the plan relating to increasing the Board’s 

 involvement in the WCPP. DP explained that he was proposing that the board should be 

 presented with the quarterly performance reports which are submitted to UK Sport as a basis 

 for enabling greater Board scrutiny of the programme and achievement of targets. 

5.3 The Board was content with the plan. 

 

6.0 Sport England  2013-2017 Business Case 

 

6.1 DP explained that he had received an initial assessment of the business case that had been 

 submitted in February. This had been very positive but had indicated that a sum of around 

 £1m was being proposed as the investment over the period. Whilst this would be double the 

 investment that Sport England had made over the current cycle it is £500k short of that 

 required to fund the total proposed business case. The sport had therefore been asked to 

 review  the plan and develop a set of delivery plans based around the £1m figure. DP 

 explained that  the strategy adopted had been to remove the youth programme from the plan 

 and to seek alternative funders for this. In addition, to allocate Sport England funding to Y1 

 only for club development and adult recruitment but to seek reward funding for subsequent 

 years. As people costs for delivery of these programmes are within the proposed fully 

 funded infrastructure line the  risk to delivery is considered minimised. The Board 

 challenged DP around some of the numbers and sought confidence that delivery of targets 

 could be achieved. DP explained that this would form part of the presentation and discussion 

 at the Sport England investment panel on 23 October. DP wished to place on record that 

 Kirsty Clarke had been responsible for the majority of the work around the Sport England 

 business case which he felt was well  articulated.  

6.2 The Board was content with the plan. 

 

7.0 Finance and Governance Update 

 

7.1 The Board considered the reappointment of the Governance and Finance Sub Committee. 

 All current members of the committee confirmed their willingness to serve for a further 

 year. The Board resolved to reappoint all current members of the committee for the period 

 November 2012-13. 

7.2 The Board noted the Governance Action Plan that has been agreed with UK Sport/Sport 

 England. DP drew attention to the items that the Board itself would need to focus on. In 

 particular the number of items that would fall under the Review of Articles. SLF emphasised 

 the importance of meeting the plan deadlines and explained that the plan would be 

 monitored by the GFSC. 
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7.3. The Board reviewed a number of policies and subject to review for inclusion of the word 

 ‘disability’ resolved to: 

 Approve the Staff Disciplinary Policy 

 Approve the Organisational Disciplinary Policy 

 Approve the Whistle-Blowing Policy 

 Approve the Health and Safety Policy  

 Data Protection Policy 

 

7.4 KA requested that hereonin all policy documents should be dated thereby drawing attention 

 to the last time a particular policy had been reviewed. DP explained that he was also looking 

 at the practicality of assigning an ‘owner’ to each policy who would be responsible for 

 maintaining its integrity. 

 Action: DP 

7.5 SLF advised all Trustees to ensure that they had read and were familiar with the policies in 

 view of the corporate responsibilities which fall to all Board members and the roles they 

 may have to play if particular elements (e.g. appeals) are invoked. 

7.6 AF presented the monthly management accounts for September which represent the half 

 yearly position. He confirmed that he had reviewed these with the RFU finance team and the 

 CEO and was forecasting that the position was broadly in line with the budget and giving no 

 reason for concern.  

 

8. CEO Report 

 

8.1 The Board noted the CEO Report. DP advised the Board that his blog on the website is 

 updated weekly and should provide Trustees with a summary of key current activities. 

 

9. AOB 

 

9.1 Proposal to Partner with Harlequins. The Board discussed the proposal to partner with 

 Harlequins which was circulated as a Board Note dated 10 October. JM whilst very 

 supportive of the proposal was concerned at the reaction such a move might provoke with 

 other potential partners and with Saracens who GBWR is already working with. DP 

 explained that the Saracens relationship, whilst initially brokered by GBWR was in fact with 

 the London club. This had been Saracens wish . DP is meeting with Saracens Community 

 Director at their new ground on 20 November and will discuss the matter further and gain an 

 understanding of how the London/Saracens relationship is working. DP  explained the 

 strategy to partner with as many clubs as is possible and appropriate and that the 

 expectations of each partnership will be agreed at the time. Currently there are ongoing 

 discussions with Leicester Tigers through Matt Hampson. The Board was very supportive of 

 the proposed partnership and agreed in principle that GBWR should partner with Harlequins 

 at GB national team level and directed the CEO to progress the proposal and report back. 

 Action: DP 

9.2. Proposal to change banks from Barclays to National Westminster. DP explained that the 

 RFU was changing its bank from Barclays to the National Westminster and that for practical 
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 reasons it would make sense for GBWR to do the same. This was agreed and the Board 

 resolved that GBWR should bank with National Westminster Bank plc. (Full wording of 

 resolution is attached in an appendix to these minutes). 


